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Abstract 
The paper investigates languages containing at most one word of every length, or a number 
of words bounded by a constant independent of the length. The study of such languages is 
closely related to some fundamental issues of classical formal language theory. Recent consider- 
ations have arisen in connection with some problems in cryptography. The present paper gives 
characterization results in the case of regular and context-free languages, as well as investigates 
decision problems. 
1. Introductory background 
Length considerations are an integral part of language theory. Already the classical 
paper [2] associates to a language L the “generating function” 
fL(z) = c lnz”, 
where the coefficient 1, indicates the number of words of length n in L: 
It is shown in [2] that the analytic functionfL(z) is, in fact, an algebraic function over 
the field of rationals if L is an unambiguous context-free language. 
Of special interest is the case, where the numbers 1, are bounded from above by 
a constant. For such a language L, we use the term “slender”. The term “thin” is used if 
the constant equals 1. More generally, the term “k-thin” refers to languages, where the 
constant equals k. We may also allow finitely many exceptional lengths n with 1, > k. 
Although we do not deal with cryptographic issues in this paper, we want to 
mention that recently the notions of thinness and slenderness have turned out to be 
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important in cryptographic onsiderations. Roughly, the idea is as follows. A plaintext 
w is encrypted using the encryption key x, a word of length n. The resulting cryptotext 
z is also of length n. The plaintext can be recovered from z if the key x is known. 
However, there are problems with key management: how to transmit all possible keys 
to the legal receiver of messages. If the keys come from a thin language, only some 
method of generating the language has to be known to the legal receiver. Even if the 
language is slender, the receiver only has to test a certain number of keys to each 
specific cryptotext. Further details are contained in [l]. 
Standard language-theoretic terminology and notation will be used in this paper. 
Whenever necessary, the reader may consult [4] or [S]. We now outline the contents 
of this paper. 
Basic definitions and terminology will be given in Section 2. Some of the terminol- 
ogy dealing with the notions “thin” and “slender” was introduced already in Cl]. We 
want to point out that the term “thin” has a different connotation in the theory of 
codes. Section 2 contains also some results related to the later sections, or needed in 
the proofs. 
Section 3 deals with regular languages. A very simple characterization is given for 
slender regular languages. This characterization can be applied for various types of 
thin regular languages as well. All issues involved are decidable. 
Section 4 deals with context-free languages. We conjecture that a characterization 
result, similar to the one obtained for regular languages, holds for context-free 
languages. While the conjecture as such remains open, we are able to prove a related 
result that is also a contribution to the theory of unambiguous languages. If the 
conjecture is correct, all issues dealing with thinness and slenderness are decidable for 
context-free languages as well. 
Section 5 contains undecidability results. The language class considered consists 
either of the intersections of two linear languages or of the complements of a linear 
language. 
Some natural problems remain open. Closure properties of thin and slender 
languages (possibly also belonging to some well-known language family) lie outside 
the scope of this paper. They will be dealt with in a forthcoming contribution. 
2. Definitions and previous results 
Consider a language L over the alphabet C. For n 2 0, denote by N(L, n) the 
number of words of length n in L, that is, 
N(L,n)=card{wELllwl=n). 
(For historical reasons, we used in Section 1 the notation 1, for N(L, n).) 
The language L is called thin iff, for some no, 
N(L,n) d 1 whenever n 2 no. 
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For k 2 1, L is called k-thin iff, for some no, 
N(L, n) < k whenever n 3 no. 
Moreover, if no = 1, L is called properly thin or properly k-thin, respectively. Finally 
L is called slender iff it is properly k-thin, for some k. 
Observe that L is (properly) thin iff it is (properly) l-thin. Observe also that 
exceptional behaviour is allowed for lengths in the “initial mess”, that is, if n -=E no. 
The term “proper” indicates that no such initial mess is allowed. The notion of 
slenderness i  invariant in the sense that an initial mess would not make the notion 
more general. In other words, the following definition yields the same slender lan- 
guages as the definition given above. A language is slender iff it is k-thin, for some k. 
We use the notation TH, kTH and SL for the families of thin, k-thin and slender 
languages, respectively. The notations PTH and PkTH are used for the families of 
properly thin and properly k-thin languages, respectively, Clearly, PTH 5 TH 5 SL. 
The lower index REG, CF or CS attached to the notation indicates that only 
languages in the corresponding family of the Chomsky hierarchy are considered. 
Thus, SL sEG is the family of slender regular languages, and PTHcF the family of 
properly thin context-free languages. 
A language being slender (and even more so, a language being thin) indicates that 
there are only few words in the language. We consider also situations, where there are 
only few words “missing from” the language. More specifically, a language L is said to 
be co-slender iff the complement of L is slender. The notions of L being (properly) 
co-thin and co-k-thin are defined analogously. 
A subset L1 of a language L is termed length-complete for L iff, whenever 
N(L, n) # 0, then also N(LI,n) # 0. If, moreover, no proper subset of L1 is length- 
complete for L, L1 is termed minimal length-complete, abbreviated MLC for L. 
Thus, every language is length-complete for itself. An MLC language cannot 
contain two words of the same length and, consequently, is properly thin. (We remark 
in passing that even if a language L is not thin, MLC subsets of L can be used for 
cryptographic purposes in the way described in Section 1.) 
A natural MLC subset of a language L is the language Lmin defined as follows. An 
ordering of the alphabet induces a lexicographic ordering < of the words. Lmin is 
obtained by taking from all words of L of the same length only the first one in this 
lexicographic ordering: 
Lmin = {w E L 1 for all x E L, 1 x 1 = lwl implies W < X}. 
The following result is established in [l]. 
Theorem 2.1. For every regular (resp. context-sensitive) language L, the language Lmin 
is regular (resp. context-sensitive) and effectively constructable from L. 
It is an open problem whether or not Lmin is context-free, for a context-free L. By 
Theorem 2.1, Lmin is in this case always context-sensitive. Although a grammar for 
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Lmin can be effectively constructed, the construction method of Theorem 2.1 yields 
a context-sensitive grammar. 
A typical example in the context-free case is provided by the Dyck language D over 
the alphabet (a,b}. We obtain 
Dmin = (a”b” ( n 2 0} or Dmin = { (~b)” 1 n > 0}, 
depending on whether a < b or b < a. 
The decidability results listed in the next theorem are established in [l]. 
Theorem 2.2. Each of the following problems (i)-(iii) is decidable for a given unambigu- 
ous context-free language L. Hence, they are decidable also for regular languages L. 
(i) Is L thin ? 
(ii) Given k, is L k-thin ? 
(iii) Is L slender? 
On the other hand, it is undecidable whether or not the intersection of two given 
linear languages is thin. It is undecidable whether or not a given linear language is 
co-thin. 
The following result (see [4, Theorem 1.3.31) will be needed in Section 4. Essentially, 
the lemma says that if some powers of two words have a long enough common prefix 
or suffix, then the two words themselves are powers of the same word. 
Lemma 2.3. Let u and v be words, and p, q > 0 integers. Zf up and vq contain a common 
prefix or sufix of length Iu 1 + 1 v 1, then u = wm and v = w”, for some word w and integers 
m, n. 
A nonempty word w is primitive iff there is no word u and integer p B 2 such that 
w = up. A word w’ is a circular variant (also called conjugate) of w if w = uv and 
w’ = vu. It is easy to see that if w is primitive, then so are its circular variants. 
We introduce, finally, some notions needed specifically in the characterization 
results of Sections 3 and 4. 
A language L is said to be a union of single loops (USL) iff for some k > 1 and words 
Ui,vi,wi, 1 < i < k, 
pj L = Uf= 1 UiVi*Wie 
A language L is said to be a union of paired loops (UPL) iff for some k 2 1 and words 
ui,ui,Wi,xi,yi, 1 < i < k 
(**) L = lJf=, {UiV~WiX~yiln 2 0). 
For a USL (or UPL) language L the smallest k such that ( * ) (or ( * * )) holds is referred 
to as the USL-index (or UPL-index) of L. 
A USL language L is said to be a disjoint union of single loops (DUSL) iff the sets in 
the union (*) are pairwise disjoint. In this case the smallest k such that ( * ) holds and 
the k sets are pairwise disjoint is referred to as the DUSL-index of L. The notions of 
a disjoint union of paired loops (DUPL) and DUPL-index are defined analogously, 
starting from the representation ( * * ). 
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3. Slender and thin regular languages 
We begin with some observations concerning USL and UPL languages. The 
following theorem is an immediate consequence of the definitions. 
Theorem 3.1. Every USL language is UPL. Every UPL language is slender. Moreover, 
a language having the UPL-index k (or the USL-index k) is properly k-thin. Every USL 
language is regular. Every UPL language is linear. The families of USL and minimal 
linear languages, as well as the families of UPL and minimal linear languages, are 
incomparable. 
Proof. Only the last sentence needs a proof. The language generated by the minimal 
linear (and also regular) grammar with the productions 
S+aS, S+bS, S+c 
is not slender and, hence, not UPL. The USL language a*b u c*d is not minimal 
linear. 0 
The USL- and UPL-indices give only an upper bound for the value of k such that 
the language is properly k-thin. For instance, the language L = (a’)* u b(b’)* is 
properly thin (that is, properly l-thin) but the USL-index of L equals 2. The language 
L, = (J bi(aibfmi)* 
i=l 
shows that the USL-index of a properly thin language can be arbitrarily high. 
We are now ready for the main result of this section. 
Theorem 3.2. A regular language R is slender i#R is USL. In other words, the family of 
USL languages coincides with the family SLREG. 
Proof. We already observed in Theorem 3.1 that every USL language is slender. 
Conversely, let R be a slender egular language. Clearly, every finite language is USL: 
we choose vi = wi = I (the empty word) in the representation ( *). From now on we 
assume that R is infinite. 
Let A = (S,C, so, F,f) be the minimal finite deterministic automaton accepting R. 
(The five items are as usual: state set, input alphabet, initial state, final state set, 
transition function.) We will prove that A possesses a special property which, in turn, 
implies that L(A) = R is USL. 
In the following definition we have in mind an arbitrary finite deterministic 
automaton A, not necessarily the automaton A accepting our given language R. We 
say that A possesses the single loop property iff whenever s is a state of A occurring 
twice in a path from so to one of the final states, then each of the conditions (i)-(iii) is 
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satisfied. (We apply customary graph-theoretic terminology to the graph of A. In this 
fashion we may also speak of transitions caused by words.) 
(i) There is a unique nonempty word w, taking A from s to s, without s itself 
occurring as an intermediate state. In other words, f(s, w,) = s and whenever 
f(s, w) = s, then w is a power of w,. (Equivalently, whenever a nonempty w satis- 
fies f(s, w) = s, then w, is a prefix of w.) 
(ii) There are only finitely many words w r, . . .,w, taking A from so to s, without 
s occurring as an intermediate state. In other words,f(s,, Wi) = s, 1 6 i < t, and 
whenever a nonempty word w satisfiesf(so, w) = s, then some wi is a prefix of w. 
(The case so = s is possible. Then (ii) is implied by (i). It is also possible that so and 
s are in the same loop.) 
(iii) There are only finitely many words ul, . .., u, taking A from s to one of the final 
states, without s occurring as an intermediate state. In other words,f(s, ui) = sF, 
1 < i < r, for some sF in F, and whenever a nonempty word u and a state sF in 
F satisfyf(s, u) = SF, then u = Wini, 1 < i d I, j 3 0, where w, is the word from (i). 
(Here again it is possible that s = sp, so = sF, or even so = s = sF. Then (i) should 
be kept in mind.) 
To show that the automaton A accepting the slender regular language R possesses 
the single loop property, we consider a fixed state s occurring twice in a path from 
so to one of the final states. (Because R is infinite, there must be such an s.) Arguing 
indirectly, we assume that (i) does not hold: 
f(s, w) =f(s, w’) = s, 
where neither one of the words w and w’ is a prefix of the other. We choose words 
u and u (possibly empty) such that 
fbO,u) = s, f(s, 0) = SF 
for some SF in F. Consequently, 
u{w, w’}*u c R. 
Let m be the least common multiple of the lengths ) WI and (~‘1. Then, for each i, 
u (w, w’ > * u contains at least 2’ distinct words of length im + 1 uu 1. This contradicts the 
slenderness of R. Hence, (i) holds. 
Assume that (ii) does not hold. This implies the existence of words x,y # 1 and 
z such that, for all i, 
f(So, xyiz) = s 
and, moreover,f(so, w) = s holds for no proper prefix of any of the words xy’z. The 
argument is now the same as above: we consider the least common multiple of lyl and 
IwSl, and obtain arbitrarily many words of the same length belonging to R, contradic- 
ting slenderness. (Recall the definition of w, in (i).) Observe that words in y*zw$ 
cannot collapse into powers of a single word because the automaton is deterministic. 
(In such a case already some proper prefix of xy’z would take A from so to s.) 
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Finally, (iii) is shown to be correct in the same way as (ii). 
We are now in the position to prove that R is USL. We first consider the union 
(see (i)-(iii)) 
contained in R. We remove from A the state s and all transitions leading to it. (Such 
transitions may be changed to transitions to a garbage state.) If there still remains 
a state of s’ occurring twice in a path from so to a final state, it is handled in the same 
way, and another union is obtained. Finally, a USL representation for R is obtained. 
In fact, it is easy to see that R is DUSL. q 
The notion of single loop property was introduced in [l], where it was called 
“unique loop property”. A recent independent proof of Theorem 3.2, based on 
induction on regular expressions, was given in [7]. Our proof yields the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.3. The next conditions (i)-(iii) are equivalent for a language L. 
(i) L is regular and slender. 
(ii) L is USL. 
(iii) L is DUSL. 
In fact the equivalence between (ii) and (iii) is also a special case of the proof given 
for Theorem 4.1. Moreover, the next theorem follows because the required properties 
from Theorem 3.2 are obviously decidable. In particular, the cardinality of the union 
is effectively computable. 
Theorem 3.4. Each of the following problems (i)-(v) is decidable for a regular language 
R. 
(i) Is R slender? 
(ii) Is R thin? 
(iii) Is R properly thin? 
(iv) Given k, is R k-thin? 
(v) Given k, is R properly k-thin? 
Moreover, if R is slender, then the USL- and DUSL-indices of R are eflectively 
computable. 
We conclude this section with a few remarks concerning the difference between 
USL and DUSL representations. Intuitively, the former correspond to nondetermin- 
istic, and the latter to a deterministic finite automaton. The USL-index is always less 
than or equal to the DUSL-index. For instance, the USL-index of the language 
L = (b2)* u (b3)* 
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equals 2. L, although properly thin, cannot have a USL representation with only one 
component. The DUSL-index of L equals 4, seen from the representation 
L = (be)* u b2(b6)* u l?(V)* u b4(b6)*. 
In general, the DUSL-index cannot be bounded from above by any polynomial of the 
USL-index. To prove this, it suffices to consider languages of the form 
(bps)* u a*. u(w)* ) 
where pl, . . . ,pI are the first r primes. We state the result formally in the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.5. For any t, there is a slender regular language R with the USL-index n, and 
DUSL-index exceeding n’. 
4. Unambiguity and slenderness 
It is natural to except that the theory of Section 3 carries over to the context-free 
case in the sense that a context-free language is slender iff it is UPL. While we are 
unable to prove this result, we are able to carry over a considerable portion of the 
theory of Section 3 to the context-free case. Our results give rise also to a new family of 
unambiguous context-free languages. (Very few grammatical characterizations are 
known for unambiguous languages. See [3] for a modern account of ambiguity.) 
It follows by the definition that every DUPL language is UPL. The main result of 
this section establishes the converse. 
Theorem 4.1. Every UPL language is DUPL. 
Proof. We are given a representation 
L = 6 {UiV~WiX~yi 1 n 2 O}. 
i=l 
We have to represent L as a finite union of pairwise disjoint languages of the same 
form. We will do this by giving DUPL representation for K u K’, where K and K’ are 
two languages in the union. It will be obvious, by the form of the languages obtained, 
that the process will terminate. Eventual common words can be eliminated by 
excluding finite initial segments from the languages. 
There is nothing to prove if K and K’ are disjoint. We denote 
W,, = uv”wx”y and wn = u’~“‘w’x’“y’ 
and assume that the languages 
K={W,,)n>O) and K’= {W”jn>O> 
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intersect. We assume from now on without loss of generality that all of the words 
v, x, v’, x’ are nonempty. This can be done because clearly v or x (and similarly v’ or x’) 
is nonempty. If, for instance, x = 1, we replace W, by the two words 
uvVwy and uvn vv”wy 
and consider the resulting two languages eparately. (Thus, u assumes the role of x, 
and wy the role of y.) 
The proof is easy if the intersection of K and K’ is finite. We then choose t so large 
that both of the lengths 
Iuv’wx’y( and I~‘rPw’x’~y’I 
exceed the length of the longest word in K n K’, and represent K u K’ as the disjoint 
union 
Ku K’ = Fu {uu’v”wx”x’y~ n > 0) u {u’~‘~v’“w’x’“x’*~‘~ n > 0}, 
where F is a finite language. 
The difficult case remains, where the intersection of K and K’ is infinite. The proof 
uses combinatorics of words and leads to two essentially different cases: context-free 
and regular. 
Thus we know that the equation 
w,= w:” 
holds for infinitely many pairs (m,n). This implies that, for arbitrarily large values 
m. and no, there are m > m. and n 2 no, satisfying the equation. We apply this fact to 
make comparisons between W,,, and W”. The first step is to get rid of w, y, u’, y’. 
(Recall that we may assume that the “pumping” words v, x, u’, x’ are all nonempty.) 
We write W,,, in the form 
w m = UUivm-iWXm-ixiy, i 2 0, luvil 2 IdI, Ix’yl 2 Jy’l. 
After that we write W:, in the form 
w’ = ,~v~iu~~-jw~x~~-jx~jy~, n j 2 0, (u’v’jl 2 (uuil, Jx’jy’l > Ix’yl. 
(If m and n are large, so are m - i and n - j.) The equation W,,, = W:, is divided from 
the left by uvi, and from the right by xiy, yielding 
vm-iWXm-i = ~vrrv~n-jW~X~n-jX~s~, 
where r, s 2 0, and 0 (or 2) is a suffix of v’ (or a prefix of x’). The right-hand side can be 
written in the form 
v;-jwix;-’ 
where vi and x1 are circular variants of v’ and x’ respectively, and 
wi = iJV’*W’x’SR, 
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where B (or 2) is a prefix of u’ (or a suffix of x’). 
Altogether we have the equation 
u, = am-iwxm-i = r~-.iwl,;-j = vh, 
where the relation of ui , wl, x1 to the original u’, w’, x’ has been explained above. The 
equation holds for arbitrarily large values of m and n. Consequently, by Lemma 2.3, 
v and vi are powers of the same word, and so are x and x1: 
v = CP, v1 = ab, x = B’, Xi = Pd. 
We assume that a and B are primitive. We also exclude the alternative a = /?, which is 
easily taken care of. Two cases arise. (The first one leads to context-free, the second to 
regular languages.) 
Case 1: a/b = c/d. Denoting ml = m - i, nl = n -j, we obtain by the equation 
u, = Ub: 
(*) (a’)mlw(Bc)“l = (ab)“l~l(fid)nl, 
which still holds for arbitrarily large values of ml and nl. We deduce, by the 
assumptions of Case 1, 
I(a”)“ll/l(ab)‘l( = aml/bnl = cml/dnl = I(/P)mlI/I(/?d)“ll. 
Thus, in (*) the ratio between the lengths of the prefixes (before w and wi) equals the 
ratio between the lengths of the suffixes (after w and wl). Since ml and n, may be 
arbitrarily large, whereas )w I and I w1 I remain constant, and since the total lengths are 
the same by ( *), we conclude that the ratio must be 1 and I WI = Iwl 1, whence w = wi_ 
(If a = /3, it is possible that a and a1 are different powers of a. Such a circular shift is 
possible also under our assumptions. However, this subcase of two circular variants is 
easily handled.) 
We conclude that U, = Uh iff q/ml = a/b ( = c/d). This fact can be used to divide 
the words U, and U:, into disjoint subclasses (of the same form) as follows. Assume 
that al/b1 is a/b in lowest terms. We denote 
I&, = (a’bl)“(a~)Pw(~)P(~b~)“, n 2 0, 0 < p < bl - 1, 
V:,, = (abal)n(ab)pw(/?d)P(/Pl)n, n 2 0, 0 d p < al - 1. 
The words I’,,-, coincide with the words V:,O. Otherwise, the words are distinct. 
The disjoint union for K u K’ consists now of a finite set (created when the prefixes 
and suffixes were eliminated from W,,, and W”) and of the languages resulting from 
Vn,p and Vk,p by multiplying back the prefixes and suffixes. This completes the proof in 
Case 1. 
We still give an example. Assume that 
a = 4, b = 6, c= 10, d= 15. 
Then we obtain the union from the V-sets 
{(a’2)“w(/?30)“1 n 2 0} u {(a’2)“a4w/?‘o(/?30)” I n > O> 
u {(a’2)“a8w/?20(~30)“)n 2 0} u {(a”)“a6w~‘5(/330)“~n 2 O}. 
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Case 2: alb # c/d. We assume without loss of generality that a,Jb < c/d. We know 
that the equation 
(*) (a’)mw(/P)” = (a*)“w,( fld)” 
has solutions for arbitrarily large values of m and n. We denote 
al = alal, bi = blal, cl = cl/% dl = dIPI, 
and infer that al/b, < cl/dl, and hence, 
ma,/nbl < mc,/ndl. 
By considering ( *) for some fixed large m and n, we can make the following 
conclusions (by dividing from the left by (a”)“‘, and from the right by ( pd)“): 
(i) w is a prefix of a power of a, 
(ii) w1 is a suffix of a power of B, 
(iii) b is a subword of a power of a, 
(iv) a is a subword of a power of /3. 
If ) a I = I /I 1, we conclude by (iii) and (iv) that a and /I are circular variants of each 
other. By (i) and (ii), we may write both sides of ( * ) in the form cP&, where or is a prefix 
of a. Thus, the two powers (paired loops) collapse, and we conclude that Ku K’ is 
a regular language. 
The case Ial c I /?I (or Ial > I/II) is not possible. Instead of (iv), we have also 
(iv)’ For some large i, ai is a subword of a power of fi. 
Lemma 2.3 can now be used to conclude that a and #I powers of the same word, which 
contradicts the primitivity of p. 
We have completed the proof in the Case 2. We consider still an example with 
a = 4, b=c=5, d = 6. 
Thus, we have the equation 
a4mwb srn = asnwl /j6”_ 
Assuming that a = ab, I w 1 = 3, I w1 ( = 7, we obtain by comparing lengths: 
9m = lln + 2. 
This gives the solution 
m = 10 + llt. n = 8 + 9t. 
We now obtain the disjoint union 
{a4nw~5n I  2 0} u {asnwlf16”I n > 0} = U ((ab)99)*(ab)ia, 
I 
where i assumes the values 
i = 1,3,10,14,19,25,28,36,37,46,47,55,58,64,69,73,80,82,91. 0
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Clearly, every DUPL language is unambiguous because it is a (finite) union of 
unambiguous languages. Hence, we obtain the following corollary of Theorem 4.1. 
Theorem 4.2. Every UPL language is slender, linear and unambiguous. 
The following conjecture extends the characterization of Section 3 to the context- 
free case. 
Conjecture. Every slender context-free language is UPL. 
By Theorems 2.2 and 4.2, the conjecture implies the decidability of thinness and 
slenderness problems for context-free languages. The result can be extended to 
concern proper thinness and proper k-thinness as well. 
5. Undecidability 
In conclusion, we present some undecidability results. As regards thinness, the 
results were presented already in [l]. Our proof method below gives a simultaneous 
reduction in all cases. 
Theorem 5.1. Assume that L is given as the intersection of two linear languages. Then 
each of thefollowing problems (i)-(v) is undecidable. Hence, they are undecidable also for 
context-sensitive languages L. 
(i) Is L thin? 
(ii) Is L properly thin? 
(iii) Given k, is L k-thin? 
(iv) Given k, is L properly k-thin? 
(v) Is L slender? 
Proof. We begin with an arbitrary instance 
(@ 19 . . ..a CPl, . . ..P”) 
of the Post Correspondence Problem, where the 01’s and p’s are words over the 
alphabet {a, b }. 
We define two linear grammars 
G1 = ({KS,), {a,b,c,d}, &Pi), 
6 = ({S, S1 >, {a, b, c, d}, S, Pz), 
where both PI and P2 contain the productions 
si+ cs1, Si + dS1, si + c. 
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In addition, PI contains the productions 
S + bU’Si@Zi, Sr + bU’Siai, i = 1, .,.,n, 
and P2 contains the analogous /?-productions 
S + ba’SlPi, Sl+ bU’Slpi, i = 1, . . ..n. 
If the instance has a solution, then L(G,) n L(G,) = L is not slender and, hence, the 
answer to each of the questions (i)-(v) is “no”. If the instance has no solution, then L is 
empty, and, hence, the answer to each of the questions (i)-(v) is “yes”. 0 
Theorem 5.2. Each of the following problems (i)-(v) is undecidable for linear lang- 
uages L. 
(i) Is L co-thin? 
(ii) Is L properly co-thin? 
(iii) Given k, is L co-k-thin? 
(iv) Given k, is L properly co-k-thin? 
(v) Is L co-slender? 
Proof. The proof is more complicated than the preceding one. We refer to a construc- 
tion in [6]. We begin with the same instance of the Post Correspondence Problem as 
in the preceding proof. We consider also the regular language 
R = (ba,b& ._, ,ba”)*(c,d)+(a,b)*, 
as well as its complement RI. 
Using the construction of [6, pp. 89-921, we obtain a linear grammar G, for the 
subset of R, consisting of words, that are not of the form 
baik . ..ba’lwmi....~~i,, k> 1, wE{c,d}+. 
The analogous linear grammar GB operates with P-words. It follows that 
L(G,) u L(G& = R 
iff our instance of the Post Correspondence Problem possesses no solution. 
Let now L be the linear language 
L = L(G,) u L(GB) u RI 
Then the answer to each of the questions (i)-(v) is “yes” exactly in case our instance 
possesses no solution. 0 
We remark finally that the definition of slenderness gives an upper bound for the 
number of equally long words in the language. A natural modification of the definition 
is to consider languages L such that, for some k and all n 2 no, 
N(L,n) = k or N(L,n) = 0. 
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Such considerations lie outside the scope of this paper. We only want to mention that, 
for such languages, characterization results corresponding to those given in Sections 
3 and 4 will be more complicated. 
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